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The Divine Comedy is regarded as the foundation of modern Italian literature, it is one of the first major works of literature written in Italian rather than Latin, which until it remained the language of scholars and poets. However, in the same way that English has changed over the last 700 years (just compare Chaucer to modern English),...
The language of Divine Comedy is now archaeological and quite difficult to understand, even for native Italian speakers. In addition, Divine Comedy is very symbolic, so the meaning of some illusions is not easily accessible by modern readers. No wonder this wonderful and complex poetry show is difficult to express in English. From
dante's many translators, three of the most prominent: Henry Wadsworth Longfellow (1807-1882), himself a poet; Henry Francis Carey (December 6, 1772 - August 14, 1844), an English writer and translator, and Charles Eliot Norton (November 16, 1827- 21 October 14, 1844), an American scholar and an illustrator of The Divine
ComedySince, did not have an exact translation by Longfellow, Cary, and Norton. ในบางกรณีความหมายของขอความบางอยางจะแสดงแตกตางกันมากขึน้อยูกับรุนที่คุณเลือก ที่ DanteInferno.info เราไดใหทัง้สามของการแปลเหลาน้ีเคียงขางกันเพื่อใหผูอานสามารถเปรียบเทียบความคลายคลึงกันและความแตกตางระหวางแตละคนและหวังวาจะมาถึง
ความเขาใจที่ดีขึน้ของ inferno เรียกดู cantos ของ Inferno: [1][2][3][4][5][6][7][8][10][11][12][13][14][15][16][17][17][13][15][16][17][1][13][15][16][17][1][13][15][16][17][1][1][13][14][16][17][1][13][15][16][17][1][13][14][16][17][1][13][15][16][17][1][13][1 18][19][20][21][22][23][24][25][27][28][29][30][31][32][33][34][34] Inferno: บทนําและ
CopywriteListen ไปยัง Inferno ของ Dante (การแปลภาษาอังกฤษสมัยใหม) แบบเต็มใน Spotify appLegalPrivacyCookies เกี่ยวกับภาพประกอบโฆษณาจากภาพของ Sandro Botticelli ของ Dante โดย Stephanie Bastek (วิกิมีเดียคอมมอนส) già volgeva il mio disio 'l velle, sì มา rota ch'igualmente è mossa, l'amor che ยาย 'l แตเพียงผูเดียว l'altre stelle.
ตอนน้ีความปรารถนาของฉันและความปรารถนาของฉันถูกเปลี่ยนเหมือนลอในการเคลื่อนไหวที่สมบูรณแบบโดยความรักที่ยายดวงอาทิตยและดาวอื่น ๆ These incredible lines sum up the comedy of Lord Dante, a 14,000-line epic written in 1321 in the state of spirituality after death. It's called the most beautiful poem i've ever written, and there are
still a few people who have read it. Since poetry appears, and especially in modern times, those readers who are brave enough to take on Dante tend to focus on the first leg of his journey through the burning fire of Inferno, while Victor Hugo writes about the blessing kingdom of The Divine Comedy. In fact, some of the most sublime
moments in The Divine Comedy, of course, in all literature happen. Dante makes his way out of Inferno's decay, but Hugo's onslaught illustrates the specific challenge of reading Dante, whose writing may seem remote and incapable of overcoming modern tastes. Last year was the 750th anniversary of Dante's birth in 1265, and as
expected for the very famous writer Eliot claimed that Dante and Shakespeare divided the modern world between them. There is no third—a remembrance of austerity, especially in Italy, where many cities have streets and monuments devoted to their Sommo Poeta, Supreme Poet, but Dante has an inescapable fate of being known more
than reading: his name is immediately recognizable, his achievements have just been accepted, but outside the classroom or graduate seminars, only the hardest literary enthusiasts have earned his Divine Comedy. Oddly enough, and at least in the Us, we seem to know more about Dante, the man - his exile, his political struggle, his
eternal love for Beatrice - than his poems. Part of the problem lies in the difficulty that Dante poses for an English translation. He writes in Tuscan, rich in intense rhythms, with a rising terza rima meter, which makes the poetry of galloping energy a unique rhythm that is hard to replicate in the poor English of Dante's local vernacular, by
centuries. From Inferno 1 to Paradiso, 33 scores of different literary individuals - some actually invented, some famously invented, some obscure - use the stage to plead their case or reveal in their delight before the autobiographical characters. So in order to get Dante, the translator must be both a poet and a scholar who cares about the
literary experiments of poets as well as his understanding of cultural and intellectual history. This is why one of the few truly successful English translations comes from Henry Wadsworth Longfellow, an Italian professor at Harvard and a renowned poet. He produced one of the first integrity, and in many ways remains the best English
translation of The Divine Comedy in 1867; it doesn't hurt that Longfellow also suffers traumatic loss, such as the death of his young wife after her series caught fire — that brought him closer to the melancholy spirit of Dante's writing, shaped by exile from his beloved Florence in 1302. The translation allows Tuscany to shine through
English as if a veneer. Overseas This is just a protective layer added above the source that remains visible. The critic Walter Benjamin wrote that a good translation calls our attention to the original language of the work, even if we do not speak that foreign language. Such intense honesty can make the language of translation feel naturally
wrong, as if the source is creating a translation into its own alien image. Longfellow's English came across as Italian: in surrendering to the letter and the Tuscan spirit of Dante, he lost the weirdness and privilege of his mother tongue. For example, he translated Dante's beautiful compact Paradiso 2.7 L'acqua ch'io prendo già mai non-si
corse; So Longfellow demonstrates the scholarly chops needed to convey Dante's encyclopaedic learning and poetic abilities needed to repeat the sound and spirit - breathing the breath of traditional Tuscany, but longfellow's English can sound floral to our contemporary ears, and it's hard enough to read Dante without throwing in the
additional challenges of the 19th-century poetry dictionary, so what do contemporary readers do the best way to approach Dante 750 years after birth? Starting with The Divine Comedy treat is not a book with consistency, starting, middle and end, but a collection of poems that you can dip into where you want. A collection of 100 poems
that will definitely be one for each canto, some sublime over others, breaking the poem into its part, getting to know one or two characters at a time, learning themes and languages of these elements can give you traction to start enjoying Dante and finally take on all his poems. In other words: treat the poem as Dante, the character treats
his journey, something that is carried out step by step. The greatest hits from The Divine Comedy and swooning over the most memorable characters: beatrice muse, virgil stalwart guide, tragic lover Paolo and Francesca, incredibly eloquent Ulysses, ugolino cannibalistic. Contemporary readers do well to keep track of this ancient practice,
because it leads to the most important thing to approach. The need to read him closely, Jorge Luis Borges says modern novels require hundreds of pages so that we get to know the characters, while Dante can place the character's spirit in 20 or 30. Perhaps nowhere is this economy clearer than in the recently celebrated canto of the star-
crossed lovers Francesca da Rimini and Paolo Malatesta, these two lovers eternally condemned in a circle of lust, causing a heart wrenching question - one, as I wrote in my dark wood, that those of us who lost our mundane love know too well: how can you love someone without a body? Paul and Francesca are technically together, as
they revolve around like pigeons summoned by desire in in The Punishing Wind of Inferno, but they are the shades that lack one thing that makes their passionate mundane love possible: physical, so their eternal torment with Paul in the silent tears of Francesca pours an ocean of self-defense, Dante asks her why such a polite and well-
spoken creature, as she is a woman with a high child who falls in love with Paul innocently one day when they are alone, reads - can find herself in a damning way. She added: 'Love leads us to death. The bottom of the fire awaits him who extinguished our lives—referring to her husband, a nasty Gianciotto or John Lam, who killed Paul
and her on the spot where he discovered them in the flag after reading their fate. It wants what Nietzsche calls slow reading—empathy, profound, patient reading—because the French are scattered, seemingly naïve words speak volumes about the kind of sinner she is. At first, she didn't. Speak with Dante with a natural voice. She is
performing poetry, and as a very famous poet, Al cor gentil rempaira sempre amore, love always returns to a gentle heart. The gorgeous medieval lyrics by Guido Guinizelli, one of Dante's poetic mentors in a sweet new style, a movement in the late 1200s that nurtured the artistic sense of Dante's emerging Francesca by quoting poetry
and sweet new style, are saying: it's not my fault, blame love. They never confess their guilt, one thing is necessary for redemption. With one deft illusion, a lyric dance in the ferocious wind in a circle of lust, Dante gives a spectacular psychological picture of Francesca's path to a curse. When he heard Francesca Dante's words faint —
caddi came corpo morto cade, I fell into a falling corpse. A friend of mine once said to Shakespeare that everything you want to read is on the surface in the language of his play. You don't need to know the background behind the source illusion. I agree, but Dante, on the contrary, very much depends on what's outside of his message:
Other issues sink beneath the true line of The Comedy Divine, to understand why Dante fainted in Inferno 5, you must realize that it's surreal for him to hear Francesca refer to the poetry of his youth, the words that helped him the poet, and that accelerated the death of France. It's not easy to break the code of The Divine Comedy, a steep
work in the vision of medieval Christians that might make readers like Victor Hugo advertise their eyes from more celestial passages, but the miracle of literature is that its insights can remain fresh and relevant, centuries after they were written, and far from where they first appeared, and that is, his writing still makes sense seven centuries
after it conceives, as long as we manage to read slowly between the latter and around. What he called his versi strani, the strange verses, the privileges needed for reprinting, repetition or other uses, Joseph Luzzi taught at Bard and was the author of My Two Italies, an editorial choice of the New York Times book review and in Dark
Wood: What Dante taught me about grief, healing and the mystery of love, love.
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